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Abstract: With the rapidly increasing aggregate bandwidth requirements of
data centers there is a growing interest in the insertion of optically
interconnected networks with high-radix transparent optical switch fabrics.
Silicon photonics is a particularly promising and applicable technology due
to its small footprint, CMOS compatibility, high bandwidth density, and the
potential for nanosecond scale dynamic connectivity. In this paper we
analyze the feasibility of building silicon photonic microring based switch
fabrics for data center scale optical interconnection networks. We evaluate
the scalability of a microring based switch fabric for WDM signals. Critical
parameters including crosstalk, insertion loss and switching speed are
analyzed, and their sensitivity with respect to device parameters is
examined. We show that optimization of physical layer parameters can
reduce crosstalk and increase switch fabric scalability. Our analysis
indicates that with current state-of-the-art devices, a high radix 128 × 128
silicon photonic single chip switch fabric with tolerable power penalty is
feasible. The applicability of silicon photonic microrings for data center
switching is further supported via review of microring operations and
control demonstrations. The challenges and opportunities for this
technology platform are discussed.
©2015 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (130.4815) Optical switching devices; (130.3120) Integrated optics devices;
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1. Introduction
The continuous growth in cloud-based applications and big data analytics has drastically
changed the scale of data center networks. Current high performance data centers consist of
hundreds of thousands of servers, which require a large and efficient interconnection network.
The main challenge is providing a fast and non-blocking switching platform that is low cost,
energy efficient and supports large-scale topologies. In conventional intra- data center
networks, electronic packet switching is used as the switching substrate. Conventional
electronic switching and interconnection network platforms operate with significant power
consumption that grows with data rates and moreover are designed to work at only a specific
data rate. Increased bandwidth demands and power consumption limitations related to
scalability of the switching substrate call for an increased use of optics in data centers. Optical
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) provides terabit data transmission and optical
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switching can fundamentally provide fast and low energy switching functionalities for intradata center networks.
Optical point-to-point (P2P) links are extensively used in current data centers for rack-torack connectivity. However utilizing optical links for P2P data transmission requires opticalto-electrical (O/E) and electrical-to-optical (E/O) conversions at each rack as switching is still
performed in the electrical domain. Hybrid architectures have been proposed that
simultaneously interconnect racks with optical circuit switching and electrical packet
switching [1, 2], providing the optical switching fabric by a 3D micro-electro-mechanical
systems (MEMS) or piezoelectric free-space switch [3, 4]. Introduction of optical switching in
data centers would make an immediate improvement in energy efficiency since it eliminates
the O/E/O conversions at the switches. However, while these switches are commercially
available with several hundred ports, their inherent millisecond switching times makes them
efficient only for large and steady flows. A large-scale integrated optical switching substrate
with nanosecond switching speed and low energy consumption would address a larger
fraction of the intra- data center traffic delivering substantial performance gains.
Silicon photonics [5, 6] is an excellent candidate technology for realizing such ultra-highspeed optical switches. It provides small area footprint, low power consumption (due to the
close proximity of electronic drivers) and the potential for reduced fabrication costs at large
scales. Silicon photonic switches have received significant research interest in the past several
years for realizing intra-chip and intra-node interconnects [7–9] as well as inter-node
interconnects for data centers or supercomputers. Integrated optical switching can be
performed with various device configurations including, Mach-Zehnder (MZ) interferometers,
2D MEMS, and microrings. A recent demonstration of a monolithic 2D MEMS silicon
photonic switch has shown a 50 × 50 port count with 2500 switching elements and
microsecond response time [10]. A drawback of MEMS-based switches is that they typically
require large driving voltages and thus have high power consumption. An 8 × 8 strictly nonblocking switch matrix consisting of 64 integrated MZ elements and switching of 43 Gb/s
QPSK signals has also been reported [11]. However, this matrix is based on thermo optic
effect, which is expected to have approximately microsecond response time.
Since faster switching speeds approaching packet transmission rates are desirable in data
center applications, both academic and industry research efforts have investigated
nanosecond-scale switching architectures based primarily on MZ and microring switching
elements. Nanosecond-scale operation is made possible by exploiting electro-optic effects, as
opposed to thermo-optic effects. Oracle has demonstrated a 2 × 2 electro-optic MZ switch
with 6 ns switching time and 0.6 mW switching power [12]. IBM has shown both hybrid [13]
and monolithic [14] integration of silicon photonic switches with complementary metal oxide
semiconductors (CMOS) drivers in 2 × 2, 4 × 4, and 8 × 8 configurations. The switch fabric
characterization indicates that a majority of the static power consumption is due to the phase
tuners of the MZ switches [14]. To compensate for cascaded insertion losses of switching
elements and further scale the photonic switch, hybrid approaches [15, 16] that integrate
silicon MZ switches and III-V materials for semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOA) have
been proposed. Integrating SOAs allows the overall insertion loss of the chip to be zero;
however, SOAs consume additional power with a typically poor energy efficiency profile.
Microring based switch fabrics have been shown to support WDM switching [17] for a
diversity of high speed modulation formats [18] and in non-blocking configurations [19]. A
recent comparison of microring and MZ switches integrated with CMOS drivers [20] has
shown the advantage of microring over MZ switches in terms of power consumption. Systemlevel demonstrations have shown broadband packet-level switching, where either MZ [21] or
microring [22] based switches are used to connect field programmable gate arrays (FPGA)emulated systems such as CPU and memory nodes. A custom CMOS integrated circuit was
designed and tightly integrated with a photonic switch fabric [23] in order to control the
switch. These demonstrations pave the way towards larger switch fabric experiments where
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optical network interfaces interconnect the photonic substrate and enable the investigation of
realistic data center applications.
In this work we analyze the scalability of a silicon photonic switch fabric composed of
2 × 2 switch elements. Each of the switch elements consists of two microrings at the
intersection of two waveguides. We develop a detailed model to evaluate the insertion loss
and crosstalk of the switching fabric. While prior studies [24] have examined these issues,
they were based on simplified models, which did not take into account physical layer
parameters. In [25] the scalability of the switch fabric was estimated without accounting for
the critical waveguide crossings. The model described in this paper provides a complete
physical layer model for the crosstalk and insertion losses arising from the 2 × 2 switching
elements and is scaled to evaluate switch fabric planar architectures. We propose an
approximation for the loss and crosstalk arising from the crossings typically present in these
architectures. Our modeling approach allows us to analyze in detail the behavior of the
resulting optical switch fabric, and to identify the critical device parameters and their optimal
values. Furthermore we address the challenges of integrating the silicon photonic switching
fabric in a larger system and demonstrate its applicability to optically interconnected data
centers.
In the next section we describe the microring switch transmission characteristics and basic
operation. We calculate the expected crosstalk and insertion loss and analyze its suitability for
WDM switching operation. In Section 3 our modeling approach is applied to evaluate the
scalability of a switching fabric composed from these switching elements. The current
approaches to system level integration, control and management are reviewed in Section 4.
These demonstrate the feasibility of integrated system solutions for silicon photonic microring
switching fabrics. Section 5 discusses the advances necessary to achieve scalable energy
efficient microring based switch fabrics. Section 6 concludes the article.
2. Silicon photonic microrings based 2 × 2 switch
2.1 Transmission characteristics and basic operation
The basic 2 × 2 switching element, schematically drawn in Fig. 1, consists of two silicon
microring resonators and two crossing silicon waveguides. When the rings are ON resonance
with an input signal, this signal is coupled to the ring, then coupled back to the second
waveguide. In this way, the signal is “dropped” onto the other waveguide as shown in
Fig. 1(a). When the rings are OFF resonance, the signal passes through the switching element
remaining on the same waveguide as shown in Fig. 1(b). Both input signals can be dropped
into or allowed to pass by the rings simultaneously which allows this type of switch to be
used as a full 2 × 2 switching element for composing more complex switch architectures [26].
In1

(a)

drop

Out1

In1

through

Out1

(b)
In2

Out2

In2

Out2

Fig. 1. 2 × 2 Switching element in (a) “drop” and (b) “through” state.

In order to relate the output signal powers Pout1 , Pout 2 to the input power Pin we model the
switch using the transfer matrix method [27, 28]. The 2 × 2 switch in question is a coupled
system with transfer matrices as described in [29]. The transmission of the switch depends on
the parameters as grouped in Table 1, which will be used throughout the text:
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Table 1. Parameters for switch transmission description
Parameter

t1 , t2
lr

Description
field transmission coefficients of the couplers (referred also as coupling coefficients throughout
the text)
round trip field loss in the ring

lr = e −α L / 2

lwg

field loss in the waveguide connecting the two rings

α wg

optical power absorption coefficient of the waveguides

Lwg

travel distance of optical mode between the two rings

L
φ
α

neff
Δ neff
Δα
dN (dP)

lwg = e

−α wg Lwg / 2

round trip travel distance of optical mode in the ring
round trip phase of the ring φ = (2π/λ)

neff

L

optical power absorption coefficient of the ring waveguide
effective refractive index
-(8.8 × 10−22dN + 8.5 × 10−18dP0.8) effective refractive index change due to change in the
carriers concentration
8.5 × 10−18dN + 6 × 10−18dP the absorption coefficient index change due to change in the
carriers concentration
electron (hole) concentration change in cm−3

The rings are on resonance with an input signal when round trip phase of the ring φ = 0.
When on resonance and provided that t1 = lr t2 , the ratio between the input and output power
through the switch is

Pout1
l1/ 2 (1 − t2 2 )
(φ = 0) = D = r
Pin1
1 − lr 2 t 2 2

(1)

When the rings are off resonance with the round trip phase φ = π, the ratio between the input
and output powers is found to be given with
4
lwg
(lr t1 + t2 ) 2 (t1 + lr t2 ) 2 tc4
Pout 2
(φ = π) = T =
4
Pin1
(1 + lr t1t2 ) 4 + lr3lwg
(1 − t12 ) 2 (1 − t22 ) 2 tc4

(2)

Part of the input signal Pin1 couples through the ring giving rise to crosstalk
4 4
lr1/ 2 (1 − t12 ) 2 (1 − t22 ) 2 (1 + lr t1t2 ) 2 (1 + lr lwg
tc )
Pout1
(φ = π) = TX =
4
3 4
2 2
2 2 4
Pin1
(1 + lr t1t2 ) + lr lwg (1 − t1 ) (1 − t2 ) tc

(3)

The transmission through the switching element is shown in Fig. 2. The dashed curve shows
the transmission on Out2 when there is only a signal on In1, i.e. Pout 2 / Pin1 . The full curve
shows the transmission on Out1, i.e. Pout1 / Pin1 . Resonances in the transmission spectrum are
determined according to the refractive index and the size of the ring by λm = neff , m L .
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drop
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Transmission
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2
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Fig. 2. Transmission through the switch versus the round trip phase of the ring φ = (2π/λ) neff
on the “through” (dashed line) and “drop” port (full line).

The switching element resonances are of second order exhibiting alternating Butterworthtype (i.e. maximally flat) and type I Chebyshev filters responses [30]. Figure 3 shows the
different resonant shapes versus the detuning from the resonance in comparison with the
response of a single ring. While the Butterworth type of resonance is flatter, the Chebyshev
type is significantly broader than the response of a Lorentzian type filter exhibited by a single
ring with the same parameters. The broader shape of the resonances makes them more
attractive for data transmission as higher data rates will be less penalized in comparison with
the penalty for Lorentzian type filter. It is worth noting that the geometry of a 2 × 2 switch
can be slightly adapted such that the two waveguides coupling to a ring are parallel. In such a
construction the light will traverse half of the ring (instead of one forth as in the considered
topology), all the resonance have the same Chebyshev type filter shape.

Fig. 3. Transmission at the resonances through a two rings switching element versus the
detuning compared with the resonance response of a single microring.

By controlling the rings’ refractive index, using thermal or charge carrier effects in silicon,
the state of the 2 × 2 switch can be manipulated. The operation of an optically controlled
switch with the considered geometry has been demonstrated in [31]. Due to the relatively
slow response of the thermo-optical effect (order of microseconds), charge carrier based
control is generally favored (for a nanosecond order). When microring switching is realized
using a p-i-n junction, the application of an electrical signal allows the injection of carriers
into the ring. The change in carrier concentration (electrons dN or holes dP) alters the
refractive index with Δneff [32, 33], and hence changes the rings’ resonant frequencies. Carrier
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injection affects not only the refractive index but also the loss in the ring with α’ = α + Δα.
Both rings have to be controlled simultaneously as the switch needs only two states: a “drop”
state—when both rings are on resonance with the wavelength of the signal—and “through”
state when both rings are shifted off resonance.
2.2 Crosstalk and loss
When the field transfer coefficient of one of the waveguides matches the total loss in the ring
including the transfer coefficient of the other waveguide—i.e. t1 = lr t2 —all the signal is
coupled from the waveguide to the ring (“dropped”). This is observed in Fig. 2, where at the
resonances the transmission on the waveguide drops to 0. This condition is known as critical
coupling. If this condition is not realized the power not coupled into the ring will propagate
further on the waveguide giving rise to crosstalk. In the considered switch it is sufficient that
only one of the coupling regions is realized at the critical coupling—i.e., either t1 = lr t2 or
t2 = lr t1 . In this case, even if manufacturing imprecision yields a mismatch between the actual
field transmission coefficients and their desired values, one can vary the loss to still achieve
critical coupling. The broader resonance shape of the two ring switching element is also
beneficial for modulated data because the frequency dependence of the resonance around
critical coupling is smaller.

Power penalty
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Through IL and crosstalk
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transmissioncoefficient
coefficent(ݐtଵ1)
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Fig. 4. Power penalty versus the field transmission coefficient t1 at critical coupling for
insertion loss (IL) of a switch in drop through state and crosstalk.

A switching element in through state with incoming signal with power P2 propagating
towards Out2 will see part of it PX = TX P2 couple into the rings and drop onto the waveguide
in the undesired direction (Out1) giving rise to intra-channel crosstalk. Such crosstalk can
interfere constructively or destructively with a signal with power P1 propagating towards
Out1. In the case of destructive interference, the power penalty for this signal is given with
PP = −10 Log10 (1 − 2 PX / P1 ) [34], and it depends on the signal power of the interfering
channel through PX . The power penalty’s dependence on the field transmission coefficient t1
at critical coupling is shown in Fig. 4 for equal input power signals P1 = P2 . In the drop
state—i.e. φ = 0—the signal is almost entirely “dropped” through the ring when t1 is small,
while it is almost entirely attenuated when t1 → 1 . In through state, φ = π, the transmission
dependence is completely the opposite. The sum of transmissions in through and drop state
equals 1 in the ideal case where there are no coupling losses. The presence of crosstalk when
there are simultaneously two signals on the two inputs significantly changes the power
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penalty in through state. As seen from Fig. 4 the strength of the coupling determines to a large
extent the switch power penalty. For values of t1 close to 1 it is very sensitive and small
variations in the coupling can have significant impact on the switch transmission. We can
immediately see that there is an optimal coupling parameter t1,opt for which the worst case
decrease in quality is the same for both switch states PPdrop = PPthrough , which is the point
where the dot-dashed line crosses the full one in Fig. 4. It is also clear that small deviations in
the coupling coefficient result in significant changes in the worst case power penalty. Note
that the selection of the optimal coupling parameter as described would result in equal
crosstalk power penalties. The output power is dependent on the switch state and on the
presence of signals on both inputs.
Figure 5 shows the power penalty versus the absorption coefficient in the ring for
t1 = 0.96 . Interestingly, the crosstalk is most affected by the loss coefficient. This is indicated
by Eq. (3) which shows that the crosstalk is proportional to the square root of the loss in the
ring. The transmission spectrum is not symmetric between resonances due to different
resonance profiles. This can be exploited by selecting working region centered on resonances
with flatter response, resulting in smaller crosstalk. Furthermore the power penalty for a
modulated signal has been shown to be the least for such type of filters [30] and moreover less
electrical power will be required to shift the resonance as Δφ~ΔV [35].
Through IL and crosstalk
Through IL
Drop IL

Power
Powerpenalty
penalty (dB)
dB

5
4
3
2
1
0
0

2

4
6
α(dB/cm)
dB cm

8
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Fig. 5. Power penalty versus the ring absorption coefficient for insertion loss (IL) of a switch in
drop and through state, and including the through state crosstalk.

Significantly lower power penalty can be achieved provided the attenuation loss is lower.
These losses in the waveguides are heavily affected by geometry and surface roughness.
Waveguides with dimensions of approximately 200-250 nm thickness and 450-500 nm width
are suitable for compact structures such as microrings due to low bending losses. The lowest
propagation for these waveguides is 1-2 dB loss [36, 37]. Note that waveguides with
extremely low losses of around 0.3 dB/cm have been reported but with a fabrication process
(selective oxidation) that prevent fine dimension controlling [38]. Other waveguide structure
like the one reported in [39] are wider and unsuitable for microrings as they have significant
bending losses. While we can assume a loss of 1 dB or less for straight waveguides in the
switch, state of the art microrings are above this mark.
2.3 Broadband operation
Entire wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) signals can be switched by a single ring in a
comb fashion. The broadband characteristics of the switch (i.e. the periodicity of its
resonances) are determined from its material and geometrical parameters, namely the ring
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size, its group and effective refractive index [40]. These parameters in fact determine the
whole set of optical frequencies which will be simultaneously switched by the rings. The free
spectral range FSR =

λ2
ng L

, where ng is the group index in the ring determines the number of

resonances in the spectral range between 1.53 and 1.58 μm i.e. how many wavelengths a ring
can switch simultaneously. Assuming effective refractive index of neff = 2.27 and group index
of ng = 4.26 for λ = 1.55 μm [41] the minimum radius for a ring having a single resonance in
the considered 0.05 μm spectral range ring is 1.8 μm. This dimension is completely in reach
of the current manufacturing technologies. Microrings with bending radii of 1.5 μm and very
low bending loss have already been demonstrated [42]. The number of wavelengths N that a
ring can switch simultaneously (i.e. has N resonances in the working range) determines the
minimum radius for the ring. For example, for the considered parameters it should be
R ≥ N 1.8 μ m . Larger rings will have higher optical loss lr as the optical path L is longer.
Note that increase in radius does not necessarily result in increased footprint, especially for
larger switches as the resonator can take any shape.
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Fig. 6. Power penalty versus the number of wavelengths supported by a switch element in the
50 nm spectrum around 1.55 μm. The field transmission coefficient is optimized for
minimizing the power penalty incurred from the insertion losses (IL) and crosstalk.

The optimal coupling coefficient, as shown above, depends on the loss and is therefore
different for each ring size that corresponds to a number of wavelengths N. Figure 6 shows the
worst case power penalty (i.e. when the crosstalk is maximally destructive) of a switching
element supporting different number of wavelengths. In one case the value of the coupling is
determined from the condition that the transmission in drop state should equal the
transmission in through state. In the second case, the field transmission coefficient at the
optimal value is at the point when the power penalty for transmission in drop state equals the
worst case power penalty for transmission in through state, accounting for potential crosstalk.
It is clear from these results that more wavelengths, and therefore larger rings, will lead to
increased power penalties. It is also apparent that a careful optimization of the field
transmission coefficient to mitigate both attenuations and crosstalk contributions can provide
reduced power penalties. Finally, it is worth noting that a larger ring (corresponding to larger
N) results in higher attenuation and reduces the crosstalk contribution to the power penalty.
As a result, the optimized field transmission coefficient value (shown in Fig. 7.) decreases
with N. The field transmission coefficient depends in general on the wavelength of the signal
and the refractive index of the medium, meaning that the optimal value for one wavelength
might not be the same for another. These dispersion effects have not been taken into account
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Fieldtransmission
transmissioncoefficient
coefficient(ݐଵt1)
Field

in the presented results but should be considered through detailed field simulations for an
actual implementation of the switch. Experiments and analysis [43, 44] have shown that a
coupler geometry with small dependence of the transmission coefficient on the wavelength
across the considered 50nm spectrum is possible. The dispersion effects imply that the
methodology reported here returns a slightly underestimated power penalty. For small
microrings where the field loss lris close to 1 the wavelength dependence is smaller and the
approximation is closer to real world scenarios. The estimation of the extra power penalty
contribution of this effect and the optimization of the field transmission coefficient across all
channels will be addressed in future work.
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Fig. 7. The field transmission coefficient optimized for insertion loss (IL) and for crosstalk at
critical coupling.

The inter-channel crosstalk in a single 2 × 2 ring switch has been demonstrated to be very
low [43] and for the proposed two-ring switch is presumed to be negligible in the considered
operational range.
3. Building high radix switch fabrics

3.1 Physical layer scaling
In order to create higher radix switching fabrics, multiple 2 × 2 switching elements can be
interconnected in stages. To form a reconfigurable non-blocking switching fabric we consider
the basic switching elements interconnected in Benes network [45]. Consequently a switching
fabric with N input and N output ports has Log 2 N − 1 stages each consisting of N / 2 switches
as shown on Fig. 8. The interconnection of these NLog 2 N − N / 2 switching elements
translates into waveguide crossings, provided that all waveguides located on the same chip
share the same plane. A particular attention must be paid to these crossings, as they both
attenuate and generate crosstalk. The maximal number of waveguide crossings traversed by a
signal between the stages, as illustrated with the radix 8 topology on Fig. 8, is N / 2-1
crossings after the first stage, N / 4-1 after the second and their number declines until it
reaches a single crossing, after which it increases again to reach N / 2 −1 before the last stage
for a total of 2 ( N − Log 2 N − 1) crossings. For a 32 port switch, the number of crossings is for
instance 52. For an 8 ports switch, as visible on Fig. 8, signal traverses up to 8 crossings.
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Fig. 8. 8-by-8 multistage switch with Benes topology.

We apply the following recursive procedure in order to evaluate how the crosstalk
accumulates across the crossings that separate two stages. Let PSi −1,out denote the power of the
i-th signal incoming from stage S-1. PSmax
−1, out denotes the maximal signal power that can be
forwarded by switching stage S-1 and is given with Eq. (6) explained in detail further in the
text. We assume that at each crossing, a maximal power PScrossing
= 10 X /10 PSmax
−1
−1, out can “leak” and
perturb P(iS −1, out ) , where X is the crosstalk level of a waveguide crossing. Thus, the maximal
. A schematic
amount of crosstalk that a signal can receive from NS crossings is N S PScrossing
−1
representation of this crossings induced crosstalk model is drawn in Fig. 9. This model makes
the approximation that all crossings interfere simultaneously and we neglect the interference
between the crosstalk signals from the different crossings. We assume that at each crossing,
the signal is perturbed by the worst case signal power at this stage. This leads to a slight overestimation of the crosstalk power, since in practice the signal reaching its i-th crossing always
encounters a signal that has gone through i crossings, too. These approximations permits to
maintain the calculation tractable as we do not have to keep track of the signal at each
crossing.

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of the crossings crosstalk model.

 and the signal is attenuated in the waveguide with
Each crossing has an insertion loss IL
lwg before each crossing. The maximum signal at the input of the switch at stage S is therefore
Nc
max
max
crossing
PSmax
+ N S PScrossing
),
, in = IL ( PS −1, out + 2 PS −1, out N S PS −1
−1
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 . Applying the same reasoning and approximations the minimum power at
where IL = lwg . IL

the input of stage S is
Nc
min
min
crossing
PSmin
+ N S PScrossing
).
, in = IL ( PS −1, out − 2 PS −1, in N S PS −1
−1

(5)

We now analyze how the minimum and maximum power signals are affected by the
switching elements themselves. As discussed in Section 2 at each stage the optimal coupling
which minimizes the worst case power penalty is the one for which the power penalties in
drop and through state accounting for the crosstalk are equal. As the signal propagates
through the switch fabric it accumulates crosstalk not only from the crossings but also from
the switching elements. It is exacerbated when at a given stage the interfering signals have
higher power than the desired signal. So in order to determine the optimal coupling at each
stage, one needs to keep track of both the minimum and maximum accumulated power levels.
PSmin
is the minimum output power when the switch is in through state given by
, out
min
min
PSmin
, out = ( PS , in − . PS , in , given with Eq. (4), is the worst case attenuated signal, which has

interfered destructively at the S-1 previous stages. The crosstalk power PS X = TX PSmax
, in , where
PSmax
, in given with Eq. (5) and TX is the crosstalk coefficient from Eq. (3). The optimal coupling

for stage S is found from the condition PPdrop = PPthrough , hence it is PSdrop
, out (output power
when the switch is in drop state) which gives the minimum power after stage S. Finally the
maximum output power from a switch in stage S in through state is obtained when on both
inputs the signal powers are at the maximum attainable level for this stage due to constructive
interference at the S-1 previous stages i.e.

Switch fabric power penalty (dB)

max
max
PSmax
, out = ( PS , in + 2 PS , in PS X + PS X ).

(6)

α = 4dB/cm No Crossings
α = 4dB/cm
α = 2dB/cm

20
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Fig. 10. Switch fabric power penalty versus the switch radix (4 wavelengths).

The power penalty at optimal coupling coefficient versus the radix of a switching fabric
dimensioned to switch 4 wavelengths is shown on Fig. 10. The necessary shift in the
refractive index Δneff to operate the switch in through state was calculated for φ = π, which
determines the carrier concentration. From it the shift in the absorption coefficient Δα is
obtained, which determines the loss in the ring due to the change in the carriers concentration
in through state. The values for the crossing insertion loss and crosstalk are taken from a
recent study [46] which showed 10 µm footprint crossings with ILdB = −0.028dB insertion
loss and X = −37dB crosstalk. Similar values for the crossing crosstalk have been reported in
[16]. The rings were simulated with α = 4 dB/cm, αwg = 1 dB/cm, the length L depends on the
number of wavelengths. The length of each waveguide in the crossing region is 20 µm. As
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was shown on Fig. 5 having a ring with lower loss will reduce the crosstalk. To see this effect
for a multistage switch we have simulated the switch fabric also with α = 2 dB/cm. Reducing
the loss of the ring waveguide reduces the crosstalk power penalty and slightly increases the
switch scalability. However, as the figure demonstrates the crossings are the main limiting
factor to the switch scaling. This is due to the different signal powers that can reach each
crossing.
3.2 System level scaling
The power penalty of a switching fabric calculated in the previous section defines the number
of wavelengths that can be routed through it within a given optical power budget. Each
channel suffers the same (assuming negligible dispersion effects) loss and is penalized by the
same impairments. The optical power budget for a WDM system is defined as
dB
dB
dB
should
PBudget
≥ PLoss
+ 10log10 ( N λ ) . In a full chip-integrated switching fabric context, PLoss
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account not only for the power penalty arising from crosstalk and loss but a penalty for inand out- coupling the optical signal must be included. In this study we consider 3dB loss per
coupler. Due to the presence of non-linear effects in silicon waveguides, the power of signals
traveling through the switch fabric must stay below 20dBm. On the other hand, signal powers
> −15dBm per channel are typically required at the transmission link end (before the WDM
demultiplexing stage) to ensure signal recovery from detector with −20dBm detector
sensitivity [7]. In a scenario where no optical amplification is leveraged, the resulting 35 dB
power budget limits the radix of the switching fabric to 128 × 128 and 6 wavelengths per port.
The achievable per port and total number of wavelengths versus the switch radix is shown on
Fig. 11 considering microrings with loss α = 2 dB/cm. Increasing the switch radix means
more rings the signal has to traverse and hence higher penalty. However, using rings
supporting lower number of wavelengths results in lower power penalty per switching
element, as seen on Fig. 5, hence the reduction in the number of per port wavelengths that can
be supported for higher switch radix. The total number of wavelengths, obtained by
multiplying the per port number with the switch radix, increases. The tuning and trimming
power for all the rings for a 128 radix switch fabric, assuming 3.5mW [7] per ring would
amount to ~6W for a total of 768 wavelengths.

0

Fig. 11. Number of wavelengths per port (filled bars) and the total wavelengths (empty bars)
supported by a switch fabric versus its radix.

The physical and system layer analysis of the switch fabric is necessary to ensure proper
functioning of the devices, but not sufficient for a practical integration. In order to integrate
silicon photonics based switches in future data center networks, a synchronized control of the
various switching elements must be implemented, including development of mechanisms
capable of quickly re-establishing a quasi-error-free transmission after a spatial reorganization
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of the fabric. In the following section, we provide an overview of the necessary control
mechanisms and present an integrated system architecture.
4. Silicon photonic switch fabrics control and data center integration

Integrating nanophotonic switch fabrics in network switches requires implementing
mechanisms for arbitration, actuation control and in the case of microrings, thermal
stabilization. Simple generation of actuation control signals for MZI-based switch fabrics has
been demonstrated using high-speed digital logic implemented in field programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) [21, 47]. Mechanisms for thermal stabilization using control systems have
been developed and demonstrated [48, 49]. Control signals can be generated in reaction to
some monitoring of the individual element. Ongoing research efforts aim at generating
microring control signals using FPGAs coupled to high-speed analog-to-digital (ADC) and
digital-to-analog (DAC) devices, based on generation of errors signals [50]. In more advanced
prototypes, FPGAs can be replaced by application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). This
will allow further decreasing of the energy footprint of required electrical arbitration logic.
Additionally, it has been shown that optimized photonic circuits can be designed such that
their fundamental operating states can be switched with an inverter, providing a low-power
system solution [51].
The overall mechanism for silicon photonic switch fabric control consists of establishing a
switch arbitration plan, according to which actuation signals will be generated. If this plan is
locally defined, a switch controller exchanging control messages with (or simply receiving
from) the optical network clients must be developed. A protocol through which network
clients announce their communication needs and are informed of the optical network
availabilities also must be defined. Alternatively, network-wide arbitration can be realized by
an independent component, potentially in charge of multiple switch fabrics. In this case,
switch fabrics as described in this work simply receive the actuation information
corresponding to the near future.
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Fig. 12. Silicon photonic computing architecture applicable to data centers, consisting of
devices, network control and message passing, and application interfaces.

A combined broadband switching and data center oriented control architecture is depicted
in Fig. 12. It shows how a silicon photonic switch receives its commands and can be
controlled via an electrical network interface connected to digital logic devices. Using the
appropriate electrical driving mechanisms for the optics, these devices achieve the systemlevel configuration. The electrical network interface typically receives instructions and
commands from the currently deployed data center software application. Such an
architectural approach is necessary for implementing high-radix silicon photonic microring
switching devices in data center interconnection networks.
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5. Challenges and opportunities

Our results confirm that silicon photonics microring based switching fabrics have the
potential to provide low-cost, energy efficient solutions for future data centers. However, to
realize scalable, single chip switching fabrics without integration of SOA between the stages,
several challenges need to be addressed.
Designing a coupling region between the ring and the waveguide with precise and
possibly adjustable coupling parameters is beneficial for reducing crosstalk. A method to
realize this has been proposed and realized [37, 52], where the coupling region is realized as a
Mach Zehnder interferometer, allowing for precise setting of the coupling strength. Such an
implementation allows also for dynamic control, which can be explored in the future to find
the optimal coupling and lowest crosstalk without algorithmic approximations but using the
procedure proposed in [53]. Having adjustable coupling would allow each switching element
to be optimized for lower power penalty in function of the whole system, for example
depending on the nature of the noise in the system. In [54] tunable coupling of a microring
switch was demonstrated by realizing one of the waveguides as deformable nanostring. The
tuning mechanism relies on the optical force induced deflection of the suspended nanostring.
Another method to control the critical coupling is through integration with optical amplifiers
[55].
In this study we derived the number of stages in the switching fabric from the desired
radix considering a reconfigurably non-blocking Benes interconnection network. Reducing
the number of stages will introduce some blocking but will increase the scalability. This has
the potential to further allow the increase in throughput and radix with possibly only small
penalty in the switching latency. Analysis of the trade-offs of this solution and developing fast
optimal scheduling algorithms will be the focus of future work. Another route to increase the
scalability is implementing routing algorithms through the switch fabric which optimize the
crosstalk [56].
Increasing the switch radix increases the amount and effect of the crossings. In this work
we have considered fixed values for the loss and crosstalk which are state-of-the-art for this
technology. Designing crossings with reduced crosstalk in expense for slight increase in the
loss will contribute to the switch fabric scalability. The crosstalk for the TE mode only has
been shown to be a lot lower than the considered in this study, hence using this mode only can
increase the switch scalability. Other possibility to avoid the detrimental effects of the
crossing is to go beyond planar switches with 3D integration for example [57, 58].
As discussed in Section 2.2 significant technological advances have been made in
producing low loss, CMOS compatible ring waveguides. As the analysis showed the ring loss
is a crucial parameter for the scalability of the microring switch fabric. Very low loss rings of
below 0.065 dB/cm have been demonstrated using silicon nitride [59] indicating that far
higher-port counts can be achieved.
Link reservation protocols and arbitration schemes must be conceived in accordance to the
physical layer delays associated with optical link setup and tear down. In a recent
demonstration [49] these physical layer delays were measured on the microsecond-scale
which currently limits the use of the switch fabric in a circuit-oriented configuration.
Intelligent link reservation and arbitration schemes need to be developed in order to make full
use of the nanosecond switching times provided by the silicon photonic switch fabric and
realize optical packet switching.
6. Conclusions

High-port count photonic switch fabrics that can be dynamically configured at nanosecond
rates are essential for reducing network latency and increasing high-bandwidth connectivity in
next generation data centers. Silicon photonics with its CMOS compatibility and dense WDM
capabilities is an excellent candidate technology for their realization.
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In this article we showed that under the considered current state-of-the-art device
geometries and parameters, a high radix 128 × 128 microring based single chip switching
fabric is achievable. We demonstrated this by considering a basic switching element
comprised of two microrings. This element was designed with broader resonances and low
crosstalk. The scalability of the switch elements were assessed by means of calculating the
total power penalty for an optical signal. We proposed a way to set the device parameter such
that its crosstalk power penalty is minimized. Furthermore we described how the silicon
photonic switching fabric can be controlled, managed and hence fully integrated into an
optically interconnected data center system design.
The silicon photonic platform is capable of offering energy efficient, scalable high-radix
integrated switching fabrics for data center interconnection networks. In this analysis we
considered current state-of-the-art parameters. As silicon photonics is a rapidly developing
field the device parameters will be expectedly improved. Our analysis indicates that the
scalability of the silicon photonic microring based switching fabric can be substantially
increased by employing lower loss rings, low crosstalk junctions, and alternative interconnect
topologies.
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